Summary of Meeting
with the
Seasoned Colonialists
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: We are in the
process of completing this
Assignment.
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Finish the US Constitution this
weekend.
You put the yuyu in the Constitution. You put in the Bill Paley, Harry Luce,
Jarvis Raymond as the National Standard of Culture.
You do not need to broadcast all the time. The TV will no longer have
commercials. Bill Paley shows ok, and the scenic videos. Mother Mary’s
directive is still right to have the documentary shows for 10 years. The
people can go right into the National Standard TV shows though.
The term Bill of Rights do not use. They are not rights. They are
“Contingencies to live in the Atom”.
The National Religion is not the Ten Commandments Religion, it is the
Christ-Standard. The Military Law Council reports to the Ten
Commandments Religion.
At no time, the Military Law Council can be noblesse oblige or have ennui.
At no time, science can endanger the Atom’s health and ongoingness.
The Military Law Council cannot have any record of unauthorized killings.
And killings outside of war of only two people.
Machismo culture kill.
Thieves put into hard labor. Chain gangs. Killed if they do not cooperate.
_________ is not a problem if you do not trade with them. Kill illegal aliens.
Deport all of them, keep identified Spaniards.1
The court system is not of a judge and jury. The common law judges are in
a panel and the time limit is 7 minutes. They return 4 times. The 45-minute
inquiry is beforehand. You have a lie detector, that after awhile you do not
need. They come back 4 times. There are different courts, but no appeals
court. Different courts having to do with social law or court-martial, etc.
The colonialists go out the same thing as the British. You need 10,000
people to do this. You sit people in companies, and tell them that you are

Nancy of Oregon: i.e. they have millions of insurgents and illegal aliens here to take over the
nation.
1

moving on. The 10,000 colonialists have to be specialist in what you think
of as Christian colonialists.

